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Abstract: Clickstream analysis is to understand how user moves through website and in what order. It helps to extract data-driven 

user personalities, predict their actions, and extract frequent sequential patterns using clickstream data. Many social networking 

platforms rely on the data generated based on user’s click path. To start analyzing clickstream data, we first need to be able to capture 

step-by-step a user's activity on a web page or application. And that is of great value in the hands of any internet marketer. Getting a 

360-degree view of a customer by knowing what they are and are not clicking can bring you a huge improvement in both your products 

and your customers' experience. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Clickstream may be a generic term to explain visitors’ ways 

through one or a lot of internet sites, an info path a user 

leave behind whereas visiting a web site. It’s generally 

captured in semi-structured web site log files. A series of 

sites requested by a traveler in an exceedingly single visit is 

noted as a session. Clickstream knowledge [1] in an 

exceedingly web site may be an assortment of sessions 

within the site. Clickstream knowledge may be derived from 

raw page requests (referred to as hits) and their associated 

info (such as timestamp, IP address, URL, status, range of 

transferred bytes, referrer, user agent, and, sometimes, 

cookie data) recorded in net server log files. Analysis of 

clickstreams shows however an internet website is navigated 

and employed by its guests. in an exceedingly visualize web 

site atmosphere, clickstreams knowledge provides info 

essential to understanding the user’s behavior, like what the 

user visit on net, Their gender, however frequent they visit a 

page. Analyzing such info embedded in clickstream 

knowledge is essential to enhance the user expertise. Interest 

in deciphering net usage knowledge in net server log files 

has spawned a lively marketplace for blog analysis tools that 

analyze, summarize, and visualize net usage patterns. [2] 

In this paper, we tend to propose ways for interactive visual 

analysis of clickstream information, with a spotlight on 

understanding frequent paths visited by users. 

a) Data preparation  

Within the information world, refinement includes 

processing, cleaning, and transformation of the initial 

information into one thing convenient for the analysis you're 

going to carry out.  

 

b) Model construction 

As in most cases, the ways that are deployed for solving this 

drawback are several. during this paper, we are about to 

evaluate 2 of them, as they're widely used and simple to 

understand: Markov Chains work with serial information and 

clustering clickstream data, an oversized variety of 

monitored clickstreams makes the analysis harder unless we 

tend to cluster along similar clickstreams and user profiles. 

 

c) Data Mining 

Rather than modelling click stream information as transition 

probabilities, we will represent them as sequent patterns, we 

will then mine sequent patterns for locating those patterns 

that have selected minimum support, or in different words, 

occur a tiny low variety of times in user's clickstream 

information. [3] 

 
Figure 1: Flow chart of methodology 

 

2. Environment Setup 
 

Linux setup is used for clustering of database and running of 

project. Linux is a stable OS for analysis of log files. Ubuntu 

16.04 in Virtual box on Windows 10 as host is used. RStudio 

server is only compatible on linux environment. 

 

R 3.5 and RStudio (latest) server are the software running on 

linux machine. R language is used for coding at every stage 

and for visualization 

 

This paper is done on 3.5.5 version of R and RStudio-server 

with version 1.1.463 on 64 bit system. All the visualization is 

done on either on RStudio and Xlstat version 2015.5 which 

is compatible for windows 10. 
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3. Data Collection 
 

With the flexibility to trace each step of a user's journey 

across an internet site or app, we will really get a 360° read 

of a client. Often, organizations gather this data via multiple 

analytics tools, every representing a distinct side of user 

behavior. several of these rely on information generated from 

once a user does (or doesn't) "click." we tend to call that 

clickstream data. 

 

Either you have data in your data warehouse, or you need to 

catch live data from user’s clicks on your website, you need 

to have a way to collect and store data consistently into a 

database. 

 

We have clicks path of the users on an ecommerce website. 

The raw data of user’s click path had data elements data 

elements such as: 

 

Session id-  that uniquely identifies the user 

Date and time stamp 

The visitor’s IP address 

The URLs of the pages visited, 

Category of the website, and many Extra information 

 

 
Figure 2: Sample Raw Data 

 

4. Data Preparation 
 

Raw data is like crude oil; It need to be refined before being 

truly valuable. In the data world, refinement includes data 

processing, cleaning, and transformation of the initial data 

into something that can be processed for analysis. In this 

Project, we would like to have our data grouped into 

sessions. It would be sensible, too, if we may organize the 

events of every session in time order before moving to the 

actual analysis. In the above description, it's necessary to 

outline what will we mean by the term "session." A session 

involves the consideration of 1 of the following: The time 

between 2 resulting application begin events within the case 

of an application. The time from entry till logout or timeout 

(i.e. twenty minutes of no activity) within the case of a web 

page. 

 

In distinction to different knowledge sequences, clickstream 

data will have variable lengths completely different for 

various} sessions and different users. 

 

In order to rework the initially collected event log into 

clickstream data, we want to: 

 Identify events/actions performed by constant user and 

cluster them along. 

 Split them more into subgroups of events primarily based 

what was performed throughout an equivalent session in 

line with the session's definition given higher than. 

The Dataset we’ll be using in further analysis looks 

something like this: 

 

 
Figure 3: Sample Refined Data 

 

In this representation, each line corresponds to a session, 

where the first field is the session number and following field 

are the actions performed in a particular session. 

 

5. Model Construction 
 

The above problem of studying user behavior by merely their 

actions performed on the internet can be solved by numerous 

methods, multiple techniques and algorithm are available to 

find frequent sequence and predict pattern of search. In this 

project we’ll be using two of them ,which are widely used 

and easy to understand.  

 

1) Markov Chains 

Markov chains work with sequential data, the type we’ll be 

dealing with in this paper. Markov chain is a stochastic 

model describing sequence of possible events with the 

probability of the next event depends only on the present 

state of the system and not on any previous states. 

S(Tn = in | Tn-1 = in-1) = S(Tn = in | T0 = i0, T1 = i1…Tn-1 = in-1) 

Order of the Markov chain means the dependency on the 

history of actions. Low order Markov chain means that next 

state only depends on the current state. The higher-order 

Markov Chain introduced by the Raftery (1985) means more 

history is used to predict the next state, By choosing higher 

order we increase the memory and complexity but will lead 

to more realistic model. At the same time, the parameters 

needed for the representation increase exponentially, so it is 

important to choose the order wisely. 

 

 
Figure 4: Transition probabilities 

 

Fitting the Markov Chain model results in transition 

probabilities matrice and the lambda parameters of the chain 

for each one of the lags, lags depend on the order of the 

markov chain ( first order gives one lag) along with the start 

and end probabilities.(In Fig 4). Start and end probabilities 
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correspond to the probability that a clickstream will start or 

end with this specific event(In Fig 5). 

 

 
Figure 5: Start and end probabilities 

 

 
Figure 6: Summary of Markov Chain 

 

2)  Fitting a Markov chain 

Fitting of Markov chain will lead to transition matrix 

depicting transition from the current to the next state. 

 

With the plot markov chain function in R depicts zone 

transition that represents the transition matrix that gives the 

possible movement from the current state to the next state 

(Fig 7). 

 

The transition probability matrix can be represented as a heat 

map (Fig 8) where the current state is on the y-axis and the 

next state is on the x-axis. The more darker tone of the color 

red, the more transition possibility is. For example, the 

transition from outdoors to clothing is very likely while the 

transition from games to clothing is not. 

 

Theoretically, a Markov chain is a probabilistic automaton. 

The probability distribution of state transitions is typically 

represented as the Markov chain’s transition matrix. If the 

Markov chain has M possible states, the matrix will be an M 

x M matrix, such that entry (i, j) is the probability of 

transitioning from state i to state j. Additionally, the 

transition matrix must be a stochastic matrix, a matrix whose 

entries in each row must add up to exactly 1. 

 

 
Figure 7: Zone transition 

 

 
Figure 8: Heat map to show transition probability 

 

A.  Predicting clicks 

In clickstream analysis, it is vital to predict the next click or 

final click (state) of a user given the current click path. This 

will give the detail study on the user’s behavior on the net. 

Along with the click prediction, the transition probabilities 

are also considered. 

 

 
Figure 9: Click frequencies 

 

Fig 9 depicts the number of times a particular page is clicked 

by the user which shows the clicking frequencies. 

 

 
Figure 10: Predicting the pattern 

Fig 10 predicts the next sequence or item depending on the 

sequence or pattern provided. Here given sequence is movies 

and outdoors for which the resultant predicted pattern is 

clothing with probability being 0.66.  

 

By analyzing the highest start probability and the transition 

with the most probability, we end up predicting the user 

behavior depending on this data. 

 

B.  Clustering clickstream data 

In most cases, due to the complexity of websites or 

applications, probability of occurring same clickstreams is 

difficult as user can take multiple paths and it becomes 

difficult to study their behavior. Therefore we group together 

depending upon similar clickstreams and user profile. 
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Data mining techniques can be put to use to extract real time 

results from the large number of log files developed from the 

internet. 

 

This process is beneficial for organization to study users 

similar interests and find customer segments. 

 

In our paper, we performed a k-means clustering with two 

centers. A meaningful interpretation on what the clusters 

depict: 

 

After clustering, we noticed that cluster by cluster, the 

common length of clickstreams increase. this suggests that k-

means clustered the clickstreams supported the number of 

actions the user that made them performed throughout a 

session. 

 

 
Figure 11: Clustering 

 

In Fig 11 after clustering through K-means algorithm we can 

see that 2 clusters are made depending on the type of clicks. 

 

6. Data Mining 
 

For better understanding of user’s actions we can model 

clickstream data as sequential patterns instead of transition 

probabilities. By mining sequential patterns we can find 

patterns with a particular minimum support as we mention, 

that is the small number of times that pattern occurs in user's 

clickstream data. The SPADE (Sequential Pattern Discovery 

using Equivalence classes) algorithm uses a vertical id-list 

database format, where we associate each sequence a list of 

objects in which it occurs. Then, frequent sequences can be 

found efficiently using intersections on id-lists. The method 

also reduces the number of databases scans, and therefore 

also reduces the execution time, the algorithm computes the 

frequencies of sequences with only one item, in the second 

step with two items and so on. 

 

Figures below gives details of the minimum support taken 

which is 0.4. 

 

 
Figure 12: Support details 

 

 
Figure 13: Sequence summary  

 

 
Figure 14: Summary of frequent sequences 

 

The above figure shows the details of the frequent sequence 

produce by mentioning most frequent items , most frequent 

sequence , sequence size and length distribution and other 

quality measures. 

 

Further n-sequences can be formed by combining (n-1)-

sequences using their id-lists. The size of the id-lists can be 

seen by the number of sequences having that item. If this 

number is greater than minSup (minimum support), then the 

sequence is said to be frequent. The algorithm terminates 

when no further frequent sequences is to be found. The 

algorithm can either use breadth first search(BFS)  or depth 

first search(DFS) to find frequent sequences. 

 

It is observed that cSPADE found many nonzero sequences 

from user actions. 
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For example, it has found many singular sequences, such as 

<{Movies}>, <{games}>, <{Computer}>, among others. 

These singular sequences are the ones which are frequently 

used, but they may not be useful in the particular application, 

referred to as Tag Recommendation. 

 

With this algorithm any organization can predict, understand 

user’s path through its website or application. 

The patterns with minimum support are extracted: 

 

 
Figure 15: Support details 

 

Fig 14 shows the 23 sequences produced with their minimum 

support. 

 

For a given sequence pattern X, we can predict the next click 

by searching for the pattern sequence with the highest 

support that starts with X. 

 

For example, after having just performed (Computer), the 

most probable next action is (Defer) according to pattern 

sequence 14 with support 60% which is higher than pattern 

sequences of  8, 10, 12, 19 being 40% each as shown in Fig 

14. 

 

Of course, lowering the support would give us pattern 

sequences that are less frequent in our clickstreams. 

7. Result Analysis 
 

The markov chains are fitted on each clickstreams and found 

out the transition probabilities of the elements. By K-means 

clustering algorithm we clustered the clickstreams into two 

clusters, Users that are frequently visiting the website and the 

users who surf less on a particular website. Through 

clickstream data we can also predict the user’s next click 

based on the frequent sequences.  

 
Figure 16: Most frequent items 

 

In the above figure It shows the most frequent items in the 

sequences. As shown movies are most frequently visited, 

grocery page is one of the least visited. 

 

Instead of representing clickstream data into transition 

probabilities we can demonstrate by sequential patterns, 

through cSPADE mining technique keeping minimum 

support to 0.4 we developed sequence patterns and their 

corresponding minimum support and predict the most 

favorable next click for a particular item by going to its next 

highest minimum support. 

 

SPADE algorithm is concerned with finding relevant 

sequential pattern between data samples where the values are 

represented as sequences.  

 
Figure 17: Average performance of cSPADE 

 

The above figure shows the average performance of 

cSPADE algorithm on the given dataset to mine the frequent 

sequential patterns with their support values. cSPADE 

algorithm in web click log analysis is most used domain of 

frequent sequential mining. It has an advantage over apriori 

based algorithms as it reduces the database scans and hence 

reduces the execution time. Thus increasing  its efficiency.  

This technique can help multiple organization which are user 

driven to understand their user’s and visitors can know more 

about their product as to which pages are visited more and 

which are less travelled.  

 

8. Conclusion 
 

In this paper we explored an ecommerce website by the 

clickstream data on the website through Markov chain and 

mined using cSPADE algorithms on the clickstream 

sequence patterns. By implementing the proposed model, we 
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can conclude that:  Extract user’s behavior for the most 

frequent click path on the website or application, Predicted 

next click on the bases of first order Markov chain, Finally 

through mining extracted frequent sequential patterns. Based 

on the above result we can carry out rigorous process of  

reviewing the data driven behavior of the customers by 

initializing strategies independent of the web or application 

design. 
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